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As a scribe I’ve always been intrigued by the holes in parchment. In recent years, the 
Æthelmearc parchment project has made working with parchment an option for many of 
our scribes. Each time I was offered a piece I chose one with holes, not quite sure, as a 
calligrapher rather than an illuminator, what I would do with it. WIth a little research, I 
found a project that married my love of fiber with my scribal interests, and this project 
was born. I located a few articles about parchment repair and followed references back 
to original museum digital archives.  

Extant examples of needlework on parchment seem to have come from several 
monasteries in what is now Germany and Switzerland during the 13th and 14th 
centuries. The works demonstrate both decoration and function. Some is clearly done 
first- decorations around which the scribe built their work. Other is clearly done later. 
Wedges were apparently cut out and sewed closed to repair buckling, leaving bent lines 
of calligraphy, warped illuminated margins and uneven edges. Patches of new 
parchment were attached to replace damaged pieces.  

Thanks to the quality of digital images I was able to magnify some of this work far 
beyond actual size, and started the project of identifying the techniques used. 
Buttonhole and cretan stitch embroidery were fairly easily identified. Other stitches, 
especially those used to fill holes, were more of a puzzle. Detached stitches such as 
needle lace and needle weaving are first documented in Italy in the 1550’s, however 
those stitches proved to be what I was seeing in manuscripts from Germany and 
Switzerland two centuries earlier.  

To learn the techniques I used plastic canvas and string to test stitches, then 
embroidered the successful ones on linen as a teaching swatch. Nichola Beese, an 
Æthelmearc parchment maker, gave me handfuls of parchment scrap for experimenting. 
At first I used cotton embroidery floss because it’s inexpensive and easy to work with, 
although the originals are done in silk. Most embroidery is done on a frame or hoop, 
however parchment can’t be bent once it’s dry. With a sharp needle and a thimble it 
proved easy to work without support. 

Once I understood how some of the work was done, I decided to undertake reproducing 
it. For that I needed more accurate measurements. I went back to the museum entry on 
each manuscript and used the measurements of the work, as well as images with rulers 
when available, to calculate the size of the holes, stitches, and thread. I obtained two 
types of silk floss- a two-ply silk designed for weaving and a finer single ply embroidery 
floss. Using scrap parchment I tested both and compared the results to enlarged 
photos. While neither was perfect the finer floss was closer for most of the manuscripts.  

I had two small scroll sized pieces of finished vellum with holes, both from ‘Atilla the 
Hide,’ made by Mistress Abigail Kelhoge. Since I was more interested in demonstrating 
the stitch techniques than recreating a specific scroll I decided to create essentially 
scroll samplers.  



The first scroll is done in the style of the Berthold Sacramentary, an early and beautiful 
book made at the Weingarten Abbey in Weingarten Germany from 1215-1217. As my 
intent was to demonstrate the embroidery I have incorporated more repairs in one page 
than would usually occur in the exemplars.  

Berthold Sacramentary is 293x204 mm, 1 column and 22 lines. Illumination is heavily 
gilded, calligraphy is early gothic and uses mostly red and blue pen and ink initials. Silk 
curtains are sewn over some illuminations. Embroidery includes spider effect buttonhole 
stitch and needle lace to fill holes. Cuts are reattached with a spiral running stitch 
connecting two buttonhole edges. Using given measurements, minim height calculated 
at 5mm, with lines for text 10mm apart. The longest legs of the spider spikes are also 
minim height, as are, roughly, the distance between spikes. One spike consists of 4 
stitches of decreasing size then 4 tiny ones, so thread is 0.6-0.7 mm diameter. Color 
changes every 3-6 spikes, often reversing colors on opposite sides. After working scrap 
parchment in both silks, the finer Japanese silk single stranded is closest to original. 
Colors not described, appears to be dark purple, bright yellow, cream, light pink and 
lime green. I found no noticeable differences in surface or location color to suggest 
degree of fading.  
 
The other piece I used to demonstrate techniques from several different exemplars from 
Engelberg Abbey and Fribourg. While the techniques used to close cuts appear similar, 
with slightly different patterns, up close they are constructed differently. The Weingarten 
works often have different colors on each side of a cut, which can only be done with the 
buttonhole stitch technique. The other manuscripts always maintain the same color on 
each side- and are missing the seam at the center. They are attached with a figure-eight 
lacing technique. Some used a plied silk for needlelace fill of holes- essentially rows of 
buttonhole attached to each other. My plied silk was slightly thicker than they used, and 
created a denser weave.  

This is a work in progress. I plan to continue to experiment with threads and stitches, 
and explore for more manuscripts with needlework decoration.. I will talk with the folks 
of the Æthelmearc Parchment Project to see if these repair techniques might help them 
use irregular areas more efficiently. At the same time I feel ready to begin doing actual 
scrolls for our Kingdom with needlework embellishment.  
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